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Someone who is analysing what can be better, 
but often finds what else is wrong!

I real life it’s a person living at the edge of 
marketing, technology and statistics.

What is a martech specialist?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3GanzFA9cM
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Texas is the Lone star 

State. 

The sky on the truck 

plate is full of stars. But 

why?

Which one is The 

Lonely Star?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3GanzFA9cM
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Texas has impact on the Law:
(According to the Department of Defense, “The 
regulation states that when authorized for 
application to the proper uniform the American 
flag patch is to be worn, right or left shoulder, so 
that ‘the star field faces forward, or to the flag’s 
own right)
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Texas is the Three 

leged horses State

Texas is breaking the Law:
(According to the Department of Defense, “The 
regulation states that when authorized for 
application to the proper uniform the American 
flag patch is to be worn, right or left shoulder, so 
that ‘the star field faces forward, or to the flag’s 
own right)

Texas is the Lone star 

State. 

The sky on the truck 

plate is full of stars. But 

why?

Which one is The 

Lonely Star?
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Can you believe this:
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What drugs are 

you using over 

there?

Send some over

Texas is the Three 

leged horses State

Texas is breaking the Law:
(According to the Department of Defense, “The 
regulation states that when authorized for 
application to the proper uniform the American 
flag patch is to be worn, right or left shoulder, so 
that ‘the star field faces forward, or to the flag’s 
own right)

Texas is the Lone star 

State. 

The sky on the truck 

plate is full of stars. But 

why?

Which one is The 

Lonely Star?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3GanzFA9cM


Fundamental problems in Martech

1. Decisions are based on numbers (right or wrong is not peculiar to humans)

2. We always have information asymmetry (Nobel Laureate George A. Akerlof)

3. Averages don’t exist (Norma, Norman)

4. Causality and correlation are confused (Chocolate and Nobel prize)

5. People are unpredictable (placebo efekt, Rory Sutherland)

6. People are irrational (Abraham Wald, Asch, Joshua Glen, Coca Cola-RedBull)



1. Decisions are based on numbers

In mathematics things are well defined. One and one is always two
With humans one and one sometimes are two, but can be three, four 
or more.

For people a solution can be the right one, but that doesn’t mean 
there are not more right solutions.



2. We always have information asymmetry

George A. Akerlof, ‘The Market of Lemmons’ proved there is no Information symmetry 

(please read asymmetry of information).

His 13-page paper was rejected by several publishers as ‘too trivial’. After two years and 

after being published it became the most cited paper in economics in the last 50 years and 

won him the Nobel prize in economy.

In short - There is no information symmetry and therefore the relationship between buyer 

and seller should be explained with game theory. 

If one side is misusing the asymmetry, in the long run they will drop out of the 

market

https://www.escapestudio.hr/hr/blog/asimetrija-informacija-ili-zasto-tvrtke-propadaju/


3. Averages don’t exist (Norma, Norman)

‘... 
Measurements 
collected from 
15,000 young 
adult women
...’

https://www.academia.edu/8893077/The_Object_of_Normality_The_Search_for_Norma_Competition

Lt Gilbert S. Daniels

https://www.academia.edu/8893077/The_Object_of_Normality_The_Search_for_Norma_Competition
https://www.academia.edu/8893077/The_Object_of_Normality_The_Search_for_Norma_Competition
https://twitter.com/erikdafforn/status/1469433512881266699
https://arbital.com/p/5n1/


4. Causality and correlation are confused

Izvor: http://tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations http://www.biostat.jhsph.edu/courses/bio621/misc/Chocolate%20consumption%20co

gnitive%20function%20and%20nobel%20laurates%20(NEJM).pdf

http://tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations
http://tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations
http://www.biostat.jhsph.edu/courses/bio621/misc/Chocolate%20consumption%20cognitive%20function%20and%20nobel%20laurates%20(NEJM).pdf


5. People are unpredictable

Even the best sommeliers rate better vines from a 
heavier bottle. 
Also if they tell them which one is more expensive.

People will like you more if during a conversation 
they drink a warm beverage (coffee, tea, cocoa)

During elections people tend to wote on the first one at  list with 10% more votes. 

Listen to Rory Sutherland, Bob Hoffman, 
Maya Shankar, Mark Ritson

This was banned by 
consumer protection 
acts This is how it sells 

today

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=audakxABYUc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EyTn_DgfcFE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwCPtiPZwO4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4S5PEm0DDM


5. People are irrational

Asch experiment - how company policy is created 

Joshua Bell - Context influences us (violin at metro, Ed Sheeran peep-show).

Schlenker & Laery - if we act decisively even promising too much, regardless of the actual outcome, people will 

think we are more competent than indecisive people.

Harry Beckwith - Decisions are not made on the basis of information, but are caused by the fear of making a 

mistake (that we will make the wrong decision). Never offer too many options. Best is three!

Stanley Milgram - 67% of people are obedient to authority to the level of crime (Nazism). When authority begins 

to be doubted, chaos ensues.

Maya Shankar - If people hold their hands in ice-cold water for 60 s, and then additional 30s in slightly warmer 

water (1℃), they will say that it was a more pleasant experience than when they just hold their hands in ice-cold 

water for 60 s.

https://www.verywellmind.com/the-asch-conformity-experiments-2794996
https://youtu.be/hnOPu0_YWhw
https://hbr.org/2019/03/to-seem-more-competent-be-more-confident
http://www.johnolivant.co.uk/business-book-summary/selling-the-invisible-book-summary/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0MzkVP2N9rw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwCPtiPZwO4&t=45s


Beware of fast conclusions

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham_Wald

The damaged portions of returning planes show locations where they can 
sustain damage and still return home; those hit in other places do not 
survive. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham_Wald


What and how much is the subjective value

• Significant Objects by Rob Walker and Joshua Glenn,

• Literal and  anthropological experiment,

• They proved that subjective value exceeds objective 

value many times over and that subjective value can 

be measured

http://significantobjects.com/


● Rob Walker and 

Joshua Glenn bougth 

200 items from e-Bay 

auctions

● To describe these items, 
they hired short-story 
writers (over 200)

Subjective value can be measured

http://significantobjects.com/


‘ ... The objects, 
purchased for $250.00 
in total, sold for nearly 
$8,000.00 in total ...’

ROI = 32x



Why are we using online advertising?

Izvor: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d5GecYjy9-Q

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d5GecYjy9-Q
http://www.slideshare.net/SearchMarketingExpo/how-google-works-a-ranking-engineers-perspective-by-paul-haahr/30




People know what they want, but don’t know how

http://archive.google.com/jobs/britney.html

593 is the count of how 

many different users 

spelled her name that 

way.

Each of these variations 

was entered by at least 

two different unique 

users within a three 

month period ...

http://archive.google.com/jobs/britney.html


3 Final takeaways
a) Marketing is currently viewed as a cost center where funds are spent on 

something specific. You should have an investor’s mindset were the 

funds are risked in pursuit of something.

b) We live in VUCA times (volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous). Pre-set plans 

don’t work in complex systems. Therefore think like a navigator and 

maneuver when confronted with change.

c) Outcome is not certain and there are no recipes. Markets don’t have 

patterns and are semi-predictable, just as the traffic and weather are 

semi-predictable.

https://martech.org/predictable-marketing-roi-is-doomed-the-martech-conference-day-2-keynote

https://martech.org/predictable-marketing-roi-is-doomed-the-martech-conference-day-2-keynote


Thank you!
Contact: 

miroslav@escapestudio.hr

Our blog: 

http://www.escapestudio.hr/blog

Finding me is easy:

www.facebook.com/miroslawarga

twitter.com/mvarga

http://www.linkedin.com/in/vargamiroslav
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